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CLUSTER AGENDA & MEETING MINUTES 
CLUSTER NAME: _Anthropology, Religion, and Sociology_ 

March 30, 2021 (1:30 to 3:15) 

 
Dear Cluster Liaisons and Leaders, 
 

Please have your cluster members provide input on the following questions related to institutional 
issues. Thank you for your help. During the Cluster Meeting, we ask that members hold discussions 
on the three institutional issues below. 
 

ITEM 1.  Classroom Environment:  Please consider your instructional experiences during this past 
year in the pandemic - Spring 2020-Spring 2021. In preparation for the upcoming term, identify 
and share discipline-specific strategies that proved useful in promoting student success in your 
courses.   

Question: Which of those discipline-specific strategies would you recommend that your colleagues 
consider adopting for the upcoming academic year?  

Discussion Tips:  

• Identify a challenge (related to remote instruction) that you or your students faced during the Spring.  
• Consider how you or your students overcame the challenge.  
• Consider what others could learn from your experience.   
• Consider what you would do differently next time, if anything.  
• Identify a major institutional challenge (related to remote instruction) that you would like to see 

solved.  
*Please discuss with the faculty in your Cluster and summarize the conversation below.  
 
Andy: suggested feedback and responding to student inquires in a timely manner. Luis: discussed 
that the challenge with live online is keeping the student connected to the class. Sometimes we call 
on students and they are not responding. Heather: Periodically throws out an idea or question for 
students to respond to. She uses “Waterfall”: she asks students to type in what you think the answer 
is and when the Professor says “answer” press the enter key so the answers cascade down the 
screen. Asif: discussed use of camera’s and asking questions. Asking student’s if they are back and 
welcoming the student back to class. Keep calling on the missing one’s again and again. Miles: 
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reiterated the ideas everyone shared. Lystra: discuss the use of poll questions to keep students 
engaged through the class meeting and the use of breakout groups to have students discuss topics 
on their own and then share their discussion with the class. Because our discipline is discussion 
based, as a group, we would recommend asking students lots of questions. Thinking about how we 
ask questions and being patient. Allowing students to think before responding to a question (letting 
the question sit for a while) and using silence effectively. In addition, checking in with student’s 
frequently to see if they have returned back to the class session and welcoming them back to the 
class session. 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

ITEM 2.  Recommendations for the mix of course offerings  

Question:  As the Academic Deans and Associate Deans plan for the Fall 2021 course schedules, as 
a Cluster, what recommendations do you have about the “mix” of course offerings/modalities in 
your discipline?  

a)   Would you like to see more face-to-face classes?   Yes or No:  _Yes__  

b)    Would you be interested in teaching a HyFlex class?   Yes or No:  __No_____  
ha 
*Please discuss with the faculty in your Cluster and summarize the conversation below. 
 
The cluster supports the four modalities: face to face, live online, hybrid (one class meeting is face 
to face and the other class meeting is online) and pure online. The cluster had an in-depth 
discussion about the HyFlex model, as it has been presented, and concluded that the research shows 
that students are not successful in this modality (the recent news article published in today’s about 
student success in the HyFlex model was discussed Re: CTA study from the Palm Beach County 
School District)).  We are interested in slowly rolling out face to face classes but, think that initially 
there should be more live online classes.     
________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

ITEM 3.  Instructional Technology/Course Materials Recommendations   

Question: As the Academic and Instructional Technology teams plan for the 2021-2022 academic 
year, what recommendations for additional technology support would be helpful in your 
discipline, if any?  As a Cluster, please discuss high impact practices with respect to technology 
used in the classroom that you have been using or would like to use and summarize the 
conversation below.    
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Updated computers would be helpful. We would like to continue to have the option to use Zoom for 
the live online courses. Having a stronger Wi-Fi connection throughout all four campuses and all 
areas on campus would also be helpful. We would like to thank Academic and Instructional 
Technology for being accommodating and supportive with all faculty and student needs.  
________________________________________________________________________________ 
ITEM 4. Andy pointed out that the Social Problems textbook has outdated data. Lystra explained that 
the open-source textbooks used for Social Problems and Introduction to Sociology does contain 
outdated data which is why it is essential for faculty teaching these courses to consistently update the 
data and information presented to students. The cluster members stated that this is what they do all 
the time. Although updating the data and information presented to students can be a challenge it is 
what we do as experts in the discipline we teach. 
 
ITEM 5. Lystra shared that the changes to the Anthropology learning outcomes have been approved 
by the General Education council and the Curriculum committee. The changes should go into effect 
in the Fall. This information will be share with adjuncts so they could verify that the correct learning 
outcomes are listed on their syllabus. 
 
ITEM 6. Development of learning outcome for the Honors Sociology course: Lystra and Luis will be 
working on the development of the learning outcomes. Since there are no plans to offer an Honors 
Introduction to Sociology course in the Fall, we have some additional time to work on this. 
 
ITEM 7. Professor Raza informed the cluster that he has an idea to develop a course on Gender 
Violence and Domestic Violence. He has had some conversations about this course idea with his 
Associate Dean and thinks it would be a good elective for students in the Human Services program. It 
may also be a good elective for the Bachelor’s Human Services degree. The cluster supports this idea 
and encourages Professor Raza to move forward with developing this course.  
 
Dr. Lebile met with the cluster at the beginning of the cluster meeting. Dr. Lebile answered several 
questions faculty had about the return to campus. She also asked the cluster to send her any questions 
that may arise during the cluster session. 
 
Attendance: Lystra Seenath Heather Naylor Asif Raza 
 Luis Fleischman Miles Marsala Andy Plotkin 
 Linda Lebile   
Submitted by: 

Lystra Seenath 
[name] , Scribe 
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